This paper attempts to clarify two distinct notions of "reversibility": (i) Uniformity of implementation of parsing and generation, and (it) reversibility as an inherent (or intrinsic) property of grammars. On the one hand, we explain why grammars specified as definite programs (or the various related "unification grammars") lead to uniformity of implementation. On the other hand, we define different intrinsic reversibility properties for such grammars--the most important being finite reversibility, which says that both parsing and generation are finitely enumerable (see text)--and give examples and counter-examples of grammars which possess or do not possess these intrinsic properties. We also show that, under a certain "moderation" condition on linguistic description, finite enumerability of parsing is equivalent to finite enumerability of generation.
Introduction
From the linguist's point of view, a grammar is a formal device which defines a recursively enumerable set of well-formed linguistic structures, each having, among other aspects, a phonological content (or, when dealing with written text, a string content) and a semantic content. Such a device is completely neutral as regards its uses for parsing (recovering semantic content from string content) or generation (recovering string content from semantic content).
From the computational linguist's point of view, on the other hand, the problem is how to implement such a grammar both as a parsing program and as a generation program, in such a way that these programs exactly reflect the content of the grammar. This we will call the reversibility problem.
Let us assume, for specificity, that the grammar has been presented as a definite program (a Prolog program)J Then the reversibility problem has a simple solution: use a complete interpreter for definite programs--for instance a top-down interpreter having a breadth-first search procedure2--and directly use the grammar as the program both for parsing and for generation. In the parsing mode, for any given string x, the program will enumerate all semantics Yl,Y2,... assigned to it by the grammar, and similarly, in the generation mode, for any given semantics y, the program will enumerate all semantics xl, x2,.., assigned to it by the grammar. This is a striking property of definite programs: they are reversible in the sense that they naturally lead to uniformity of implementation of the parsing and generation modes (see §4).
So the reversibility problem is solved, and we can spend the next few years skimming through Fodor's (not Jerry's) guides in travel bookstores?
Not quite. First, the standard depth-first interpreter for definite programs is an incomplete one, and this problem must be circumvented in some way. Second, and more crucially, even when using a complete interpreter, parsing (and similarly generation) does not in general terminate: the program may well enumerate Yl,Y2,... ad infinitum. This is even true if, in fact, there are only a finite number of solutions Yl,Y2,..., Yk, or even, in the extreme case, no solution at all: the program may not be "aware" that it has at some point already exhausted all the solutions that it will eventually 1We could have made some other choice, for instance some unification grammar formalism. The advantage of using definite programs in the present discussion is that they embody the whole unification paradigm in its purest form, that unification of terms is conceptually simpler (and less prone to misunderstandings) than unification of DAGs, and that the denotational and operational semantics of definite programs have been thoroughly studied.
2See e.g. [7, p. 59 ] and section §2.1.3. See also [19] in this volume for a related approach. find, and go on eternally looking for new solutions.
The source of this problem can be more or less severe: It may simply be due to the grarnmar's implementation as,a certain program, or it may be intrinsic to the grammar.
If it is not intrinsic to the grammar, one may attempt some kind of program transformation on the grammar--for qnstance a local transformation as goal reordering in clause bodies [4, 16] , or a global transformation as left-recursion elimination [5, 3] 3 --in order 'to get a parsing program which displays a finite behavior. 4 If such a transformation is possible in principle, we say that, intrinsically, the grammar has a finitely enumerable parsing problem. 5 One.example of a class of grammars which respect this crucial condition is provided by offline-parsable DCGs, once compiled as definite programs (see [9] ). 6
We have limited the former discussion to the case of parsing. The case of generation is treated in a parallel fashion, and one can similarly define the conditions in which a grammar is said to have an intrinsically finitely enumerable generation problem.
When a grammar is such that it has a finitely enumerable parsing problem and a finitely enumerable generation problem, we call the grammar inherently finitely reversible.
When this is the; case, it is by definition possible to find a program Pp for parsing and a (not necessarily identical) program Pa for generation such that, for any string z, Pp enumerates all associated semantics y and terminates, and, for any semantics y, Pg enumerates all associated strings z and terminates.
Inherent finite reversibility is the concept which, in my opinion, permit us to capture formally the intuitive notion that a certain grammar is, or is not, "reversible". 3Or more generally, any transformation exploiting theorerns provable of the: grammar. Another instance of this technique is provided by the addition of conservative guides in [5] , which "strengthen" the grammar on the basis of properties inferable from " ' its form. 4 Another popular approach is to use a special-purpose interpreter, exploiting[ properties of the grammar known a priori. [18] and [14] use this approach in the case of generation (see below). : 5The description is simplified; see §3 for the exact definition.
°See also [17] for a discussion of oifttine-parsability in the context of generation. where the the P,Pi are predicate symbols and the Ti, T/j are terms over a certain Herbrand universe of ground terms H. We will suppose that, among the predicates p defined by P, one, r, is privileged and plays the role of the "main predicate" in the program. We will assume that r is of arity one. 7
2.1.1

Denotational semantics
The denotational, or declarative, semantics of program P can be defined as the least fixed point of a certain operator on Herbrand interpretations which we will not describe here (see [7] ). Informally, the denotations of the predicate symbols p are defined as n-ary relations p(zx, ..., Xn) over H, built as the limit of a bottom-up process which starts from the unit clauses and uses the non-unit clauses to add new instances to each relation.
In particular, this process defines the unary relation r(x) on H, which we shall call the denotational semantics of the main predicate r relative to program P. Let T be a term over H; We define the specialization of r(X) on T as the relation rT(x) on H defined by:
where ff is the relation of subsumption. In case the term T is a variable X, we say that X is the trivial specialization, and we note that the relation rx(z) is identical to the relation r(z).
7This assumption permits to simplify tile exposition, but is not otherwise necessary.
Operational semantics
While the denotational semantics of P is an intrinsic property of P, its operational semantics is defined relative to some interpreter.
For our purposes, we will informally define an interpreter as a computational mechanism:
intpr( P, r(T) )
which is input a definite program P, as well as a query ?r(T)--where r is P's main predicate and T a term over H--and which outputs a finite or infinite "list of answers":
The Tk's are terms over H, ground or not, whose ground instances provide the "solutions" to query ?r(T). If the list of answers is infinite, the interpreter will not stop; If it is finite the interpreter may or may not stop: if it does, we will say that the interpreter terminates on query ?r(T).
Consider now the relation r~ on H defined by:
We say that r~r is the operational semantics of the main predicate r of P, for specialization T, relative to interpreter intpr. Keeping the same notations as above, consider now the denotational semantics r(x) of r relative to P, and consider its specialization rT(x).
Interpreter intpr is said to be sound iff one has, for any P, r, T:
w e H r (x) rr(x);
and to be complete iff:
Soundness is a minimal requirement for an interpreter, and we will always assume it, but completeness is a requirement which is not always met in practice.
2.1.3
Complete and incomplete interpreters
The "standard" interpreter for definite programs uses a top-down, depth-first search algorithm. It is sound but not complete. Its non-completeness is due to the fact that it is depth-first: if its searchtree contains infinite branches, the interpreter will be "caught" in the first one and will never explore the branches--maybe leading to success--to the right of this branch in the search-tree [7, pp. 59-60] .
By contrast, a top-down, breadth-first interpreter, i.e. one which explores nondeterministic choices (between the different clauses competing for resolution of the same atomic goal) in parallel s is complete [7, pp. 59 ].
The nffive bottom-up interpreter, which in essence directly calculates the denotational semantics of P, and filters a posteriori the semantics r(x) through the constraint that the solutions unify with T, is also a complete algorithm.
2.2
Computational behavior of a definite program relative to an interpreter We now consider a program P, having r as main predicate, the denotation of r relative to P being the relation r(x) on H. We also consider a specialization T, i.e. a term on H.
We will compare the denotational content of P to its computational behavior, and describe three possibilities: (i) P enumerates r on T, (it) P discovers r on T, and (iii) P finitely enumerates r on T. The interpreter is supposed to be fixed beforehand.
We say that:
• P enumerates r on specialization Tiff:
in other words, iff its list of answers:
T1,T~,...Tk,...
exactly "covers" the denotational semantics
rT .9
• P discovers r on specialization Tiff:
1. P enumerates r on T;
2. If r T is the uniformly false relation on H, then P terminates on T. l°
• P finitely enumerates r on specialization Tiff:
s Or, alternatively, uses a .fair search rule, i.e. one which "shares its attention" among all paths in the search-tree.
9This will always he the case if the interpreter is sound and complete, as seen in §2.1.2.
10 Therefore, when rT is tmifornaly false, the list of answers is empty, and the program is "aware" of this fact (i.e. it terminates). I 2. P terminates on TJ 1
We simply say that P enumerates (discovers, finitely enumerates) r iff P enumerates (discovers, finitely enumerates) r on the trivial specialization X.
We have the obvious entailments:
P finitely enumerates r on T ~ P discovers (1) r on T ~ P enumerates r on T.
It is often the case that one is interested in the computational properties of a given definite program relative to a certain class of specializations. For instance, when using a grammar--given as a definite program--for parsing, one will consider all queries where some' of the variables are ground (the string to parse) and others (the semantic form) are not, and one will want to consider the computational properties Of the program relative to this class of specializations. When using the definite program for generation, one will be interested in another class of specializations, and will want to consider the computational properties of the program relative to that class of specializations.
Let S = {T} be a set of (not necessarily ground) terms on H, inde£ed by a finite or infinite set I. We call S a class of specializations. We say that:
• P enumerates r on S iff, for all T E S, P enumerates r on T;
• P discovers r On S iff, for all T E S, P discovers r on T;
• P finitely enumerates r on S iff, for all T E S, P finitely enumerates r on T.
The mutual entailments between these properties are similar to the ones given in (1).
2.3
Intrinsic : computational properties of a definite program Let S be a class of specializations, and let r(z) be an arbitrary unary relation on H. We suppose here that programs are evaluated with respect to a sound and compiete interpreter, which has been fixed once and for/all, and we say that:
• r is enumerable on S iff there exists a definite program P which enumerates r on S.
• r is discoverab!e on S iff there exists a definite program P which discovers r on S.
llXn particular, the relation r T is, loosely speaking, "finitely representable as a union of terms T1, T2,... Tk" and the program is "aware", at a certain point, that it has exhausted the possible answers.
• r is finitely enumerable on Sq iff there exists a definite program P which finitely enumerates ton S.
These three notions, taken together, constitute a "computability hierarchy" where enumerability is the weakest condition, discoverability is an intermediary condition, and finite enumerability is the strongest condition. These computability conditions can be described more intuitively in the following way: 12
• r is enumerable on S if there exists a program P such that, for any T E S, P is able, given infinite time, to find terms T1, T2, • • • such that:
• r is discoverable on S if there exists a program P which is furthermore able to decide in finite time, for any T E S, if there actually exists an z such that:
• r is finitely enumerable on S if there exists a program P which is furthermore able to find in finite time, for any T E S, terms Ti,T2,'.. ,Tk such that:
VxE H r(z) AxET x E T~ V x E T2... v x E Tk
Let {X} be the set having for only element the trivial specialization X; {X} is called the trivial class of specializations. We will simply say that r is ennmerable (resp. discoverable, finitely enumerable) iff r is enumerable (resp. discoverable, finitely enumerable) on the trivial class {X}.
Let ~ = H be the set of all ground terms of H. is called the class of ground specializations. The following properties--which we will not prove here--establish links between the notions that we have just defined and the classica} notions of recursively enumerable relations and recursive relations:
r is a recursively enumerable relation on H iff r is enumerable on the trivial class of specializations {X}; if thiS is the case, then (2) for any class of specializations S, r is enumerable on S. r is a recursive relation on H iff r is discoverable on the class of ground specializations G iff r is finitely enumerable on the class of ground specializations G.
(3) 3
Grammars and their computational uses Let X#Y denote, in infix notation, the term #(X,Y). In the context of this paper, we take a grammar to be a definite program G having as its main predicate the unary predicate r, and we will assume that the clauses defining r are of the form: r(X#Y) ... X will be called the "p-parameter", Y the "gparameter". Generally, the p-parameter will represent a character string, and the g-parameter a semantic form. 13 
Six computational problems
A grammar can be used either to enumerate wellformed structures or to check whether certain fully instantiated values of the parameters can be accepted. We distinguish six computational problems (grouped into four types) which can be solved with a grammar: p-enumeration, p-acceptation, g-enumeration, g-acceptation, bi-enumeration, biacceptation. These problems are defined, together with comments on their computational properties, using the terminology of §2.3. This permits us to characterize the different positions a given grammar can occupy on the "computability hierarchy" ---enumerability/discover ability/finite enumerability--relatively to each of these problems.
p-enumeratlon and p-acceptatlon
The p-enumeration problem or parsing problem is the problem of enumerating, for any fixed ground term x, all ground terms y such that r(x#y). The p-acceptation problem or decision problem for parsing is the problem of checking, for any fixed ground term z, whether there exists a ground term y such that r(z#y) is true. The same specialization class is associated with both these problems, namely the class ~C'P = {z#Y}~eH consisting in all the terms ~#Y where 13We thus take r to be a unary relation which "encodes" a binary relation. This is unessential, but permits us to use the concepts of the previous section, developed for unary relations, without having to generalize them to n-ary relations.
is any ground term, and Y is a certain variable (whose name is indifferent).
Let's consider in turn, with respect to G~P, the different positions the grammar--or equivalently, its denotational semantics r--can occupy on the computational hierarchy, from strongest to weakest:
Finite enumerability
When r is finitely enumerable on G7 ~, it is in theory possible to find a program P such that, for any given (ground) value x of the p-parameter (the string), the program enumerates all the solutions to the parsing problem and terminates. These solutions are given implicitly as a finite list of answers TY1,..., TYk:
the TYi's are terms whose ground instances y are the looked-for values of the g-parameter (the semantics associated with string z by the grammar).
We also say that, with the grammar at hand, penumeration is finitely enumerable, or simply, that parsing is finitely enumerable. This is an inherent property of the grammar, and, ill practice, this property does not necessarily entail that finding a program P to exploit will be obvious. 14 For instance, offiine-parsable grammars [9] can be shown to possess a finitely enumerable parsing problem, but algorithms which are able to make use of this property are by no means trivial [9, 13, 3] . 15
Discoverability If r is not finitely enumerable on GP, it may still be discoverable on G79. By definition, this means that it is possible to find a program P such that, for any given (ground) value z of the p-parameter, if there is no value y of the g-parameter corresponding to z, then the program will "recognize" this fact in finite time and terminate with an empty list of answers; if, on the other hand, there are solutions y corresponding to x, then the program will enumerate them, but maybe not terminate. If this property holds, we also say that with the grammar at hand, p-enumeration is discoverable, or, simply, parsing is discoverable. One can easily prove (although we will not do it here) that this property is equivalent to the decidability (in the classical sense) of the p-acceptation problem. In other words: 14See footnote 177. 15These papers do not use the concept (or, afortiori, the terminology) "finite enumerabillty of parsing", which, to my knowledge, appears here for the first time (see however [6] , for the related notion of "Universal Parsing Problem" ).
! p-enumeration is discoverable if and only if p-acceptation is decidable. 16
Enumerabillty By the definition of a grammar as being a recursively enumerable mechanism, and by property (2), r is enumerable on any specialization class, and in particular on G'P.
g-enumeration and g-acceptation
The g-enumeration 'problem or generation problem is the problem of enu~ merating, for any fixed ground term y, all ground terms x such that r(x#y). The g-acceptation problem or decision problem for generation is the problem of checking, for any fixed ground term y, whether there exists a ground term x such that r(x#y)its true.
The specialization class is associated with both these problems is the class G~ = {X#Y}ueH consisting in all the terms X#y where y is any ground term, and X is a certain variable (whose name is indifferent).
The situation is e.xactly symmetrical to the case of p-enumeration and p-acceptation, and we can define, in the same way, the notions: "generation is finitely enumerabie" and "generation is discoverable" (which is equivalent to "g-acceptation is decidable').
bi-enumeration
The hi-enumeration,problem is the problem of enumerating all ground i terms x, y such that r(x#y).
The specialization class associated with this problem is the class' 7rRZP = {X#Y} which contains the single term X#Y.
For non-degenerate grammars, it is not the case that r is finitely enumerable on TRIP, for this would entail in particular that any string recognized by the grarnrnar is subsumed under one of the terms in a fixed finite set of terms T1,..., Tk. This is a slightly weaker property than saying that there are finitely many strings recognized by the grammar, but is stil! a very unlikely property for a grammar.
On the other hand, by definition, r is enumerable on TRZP. It can be shown easily that it is also discoverable on 'TRT-'P. 17
16An immediate cons,~luenee of this property (linking the p-enumeration problem, with the p-acceptation problem) is the fact that a grammmr which is finitely enumerable for parsing has a decidable p-acceptation problem. The converse is clearly false (see §6 for a counter-example).
lr This is because: (i) In case the grammar generates nothing, there is a trivial program which, on query
bi-acceptation
The bi-aceeptation problem is the problem of checking, for any fixed ground terms x and y, whether r(z#y) is true.
The specialization class associated with this problem is the set ~ = {x#Y}~,v~n of ground specializations.
It can be shown that r is finitely enumerable on G iff it is discoverable on ~ iff the relation r on H is recursive in the classical sense. When this is the case, one says that bi-acceptation is decidable.
Again, by property (2), r is enumerable on any specialization class, and in particular on G.
REMARK. Suppose that parsing is finitely enumerable, that is, r is finitely enumerable on ~P. This obviously implies that r is also finitely enumerable on ~. Therefore, one has: parsing is finitely enumerable ::~ biacceptation is decidable;
and, by the same reasoning: generation is finitely enumerable =V biacceptation is decidable.
On the other hand, the weaker property that p-acceptation is decidable (or similarly, that gacceptation is decidable) does not seem to entail that bi-acceptation is decidable.
Definite programs, uniformity of implementation, and reversibility
It is sometimes stated that various grammatical formalisms, based on a variant or another of unification, are "reversible". It should more properly be said that they are "well-adapted" to reversible grammar implementations. The paradigmatic case of a grammar given as a definite program G makes this especially clear. We know, from the discussion of §3.1.1 and §3. 1 
.2, that we always have: (i) r is enumerable
?r(X#Y), produces an empty list of answers and terminates and (it) if this is not the case, then the grammar itself may serve as an enumerating program (perhaps a non-terminating one). Note that this does not entail that by looking at the grammar, one is actually able--even in principle---to decide which of these two situations actually holds! This is an extreme instance of the remark made above (in the discussion of finite enumerability of parsing) that the existence in principle of a program meeting certain criteria does not imply that it is obvious, or indeed possible, to find such a program. on 6P and (ii) r is enumerable on 66; we therefore know that there exist programs Pp and Pg which enumerate r respectively on ~P and ~G. But in fact we have more: if we use a sound and complete interpreter, we can simply take Pp = Pg = G. This follows from the fact that, by definition, relatively to such an interpreter, G enumerates rT, for any specialization T (see §2.1.1): * G enumerates r on GP;
• G enumerates r on GG.
To be more concrete, suppose that we use a complete top-down interpreter; Its behavior will be along the following lines: where each ~ is a term of the form Ai~Bi;
The (generally infinite) "union" of these terms "exactly covers" the query; 
(with the same abuse of notation as above).
This is a rather striking property of definite programs: different "input modes" can be implemented using one and the same interpreter and one and the same program. (This property strongly contrasts with other programming paradigms, for instance functional or imperative ones. Programs of these types typically map an input x to an output y, and, while it is indeed true that, for a given y, the set of ~i which can serve as its input is recursively enumerable, the interpreter that could implement the (nondeterministic) mapping y ~ x would have to be widely different from the "normal" interpreter for the language at hand.)
However, "reversibility" in this sense only means uniformity of implementation for different modes of use of a grammar. Intrinsic finite reversibility which is defined in the next section, gives a much stronger criterion of grammar reversibility.
Inherently reversible grammars
We say that a grammar G is (inherently) finitely reversible iff, in the terminology of §3.1.1 and §3.1.2, G is such that:
1. parsing is finitely enumerable;
2. generation is finitely enumerable.
In other words, G is finitely reversible iff there exists a program Pp for parsing and a (not necessarily identical) program P9 for generation such that, relative to some sound and complete interpreter: is In order to guarantee that a grammar is finitely reversible, some strong assumptions must be made on its form. An example of such assumptions is provided by the class of Lezical Grammars described in [5] . 19 Lexical grammars are presented as definite programs. They all share the same core of rules, which describe basic compositionality assumptions (string compositionality, syntactic compositionality, semantic compositionality), but may have different lexicons, which contain all the more specific linguistic knowledge. lSIn fact, one can also take here an incomplete interpreter such as the standard Prolog interpreter stintpr. Obviously, if programs Pp and Pg exist for a sound and complete interpreter intpr, one can also find such programs P~ and P~ relative to stintpr, by simulating intpr inside stintpr. The hypotheses made on string compositionality in Lexical Grammars are simply that sister constituents concatenate their strings; they entail that parsing is finitely e~numerable. The hypotheses on semantic compositignality are related to functional application and composition in categorial grammars (see e.g. [15] ). They entail that generation is finitely enumerable.
A lexical grammar G is therefore finitely reversible. This does not imply that it can be used directly for parsing and for generation, but only, as seen previously, that there exist two programs Pp and P9 implementing G respectively for parsing and for generation. These programs are each obtained by a technique of adding to the grammar some redundant knowledge--respectively a conservative guide for parsing and aconservative guide for generation--and by applying a left-recursion elimination transformation (see [5] ).
6 Some counter-examples to finite reversibility and a "moderation" condition on linguistic description Fig.1 There exists a polynomial q(zx,..., zn) in integer coefficients such that K is the set of values taken by q, for zl,..., z,~ ranging over all integers.
This corollary can be exploited to give an example of a "grammar" which has a finitely enumerable parsing problem, but such that its g-acceptation problem is not decidable.
Consider the relation r(x#y) which is true iff: (i) x is a string encoding any instance (for Zl,..., zn ranging over the integers) of the expression q(zl,..., zn), using the symbols 0,..., 9, '+', '*', '(', ')', etc., and (ii) y is a term encoding the integer resulting from the arithmetical evaluation of q(zl,..., zn). This relation can easily be described 2°The actual statement of Matiyasevich's theorem is stronger: "Every partially decidable predicate is diophantine" [2, p. 116].
by a "grammar" G: This grammar checks the welb formedness of string x, and calculates its "semantics" y.~l G has the following properties:
• parsing is finitely enumerable: there is a program (namely G itself) finitely enumerating r on GP. In effect, for any string x, this programs checks z for well-formedness and calculates the (single) "semantics" y resulting from the evaluation of x.
• g-acceptation is not decidable. Indeed, the problem of g-acceptation is the problem of deciding, for any given integer y, whether y is in the image of polynomial q, that is, whether y belongs to K. But K is a non-recursive set, hence the conclusion.
6.2 A "grammar" related to the undecidability of first-order logic I will only very broadly sketch this example, which I think may provide useful insights on the importance of constraining "string compositionality" in a grammar. Consider ordered pairs (x,y) of (ground) terms where x is a string encoding a certain first-order logic tautology, and y (the "semantics") is a derivation of x using a certain fixed set of axiom schemata and rules of inference for a complete system of firstorder logic. Let's assume for simplicity that the given rules of inference always have two premises and one conclusion. 22
A grammar G can be defined along the following general lines. The clauses of G correspond to the system's axiom schemata and rules of inference. Each clause corresponding to an axiom schema of name as defines "terminal constituents" (x, as(x)), where string z is any instance of schema as; each clause corresponding to an inference rule of name ir takes two "constituents" (xx,yl) and (x2,y2), and, if applicable (which is checked on the basis of strings Xl and x2), builds a new constituent (x, y), where x is the string obtained from xl and x2 according to it, and where y is a new derivation tree ir(x,yx, y2). We have the following properties:
• generation is finitely enumerable: The generation problem is the problem, given a derivation ~1 This requires defining addition and multiplication of integers inside G, which presents no special problem.
22See for instance [8, p. 43---44 ] which describes a system having the two rules of in_ference p I pDqq and ~ (where x is free in p). The second rule has one premise, but can easily be viewed as having two, if the premise True is added to its original premise.
tree y, of enumerating all formulas x that are associated with it. But y contains an explicit representation of x, so that generation is trivially finitely enumerable.
p-acceptation is not decidable: The p-acceptation problem is the problem of checking if a string x can be derived from the axioms and the inference rules of the system. That is, it is the problem of checking if x is a tautology of firstorder logic. By Church's undecidability result, this problem is undecidable.
Under a "moderation" condition on linguistic description, parsing is finitely enumerable iff generation is
The two counter-examples that we have just given have one property in common: the p-parameter can stay "small", while the g-parameter grows indefinitely "large", or conversely the g-parameter can stay small while the p-parameter grows indefinitely large. For instance, in the first counter-example, for a given value of y, there is no way to bound a priori the sizes of the integers zl,...,zn that may produce this y; in the second counter-example, there is similarly no way to bound a priori the sizes of proofs y for a given formula x. In order to characterize this phenomenon formally, we will define a notion of "moderation" for a grammar G, defined as a definite program over the Herbrand universe H. As previously r is the unary relation representing the denotational semantics of G.
If a is a ground term in H, let us call size of this term, and denote by size(a), the number of nodes in a. Grammar G will be called moderate iff there exist total recursive functions f : N ~ N, and g : N ~ N, such that:
Vx, y E H r(x, y) :.~ size(y) _< f(size(x))
^ size(x) < g(size(y)).
We have the following property: (4) finitely enumerable.
If G is moderate, then, relative to G, parsing is finitely enumerable iff generation is
Let us briefly sketch the proof: Suppose that parsing is finitely enumerable, then we know (see §3.1.4) that bi-acceptation is decidable. On the other hand, for any fixed ground term y, there are only finitely many ground terms z in H such that size(x) < g(size(y)). Therefore, we can finitely enumerate all these z's, and for each of them, decide whether r(x, y) holds. This shows that generation is finitely enumerable. The converse is proven in ,the same way.
Moderation might be claimed to be a "natural" constraint to impose on grammars used for "legitimate" linguistic purposes: One might want to argue that, in natural language, complexity of expression is a rather direct reflection of complexity of meaning. For example, semantic rules which reduced "you love htm or you don't" to 'true', or • J 7" "how much is 6 times 7 . to '?x.(x = 42)' would seem to be ruled out as valid linguistic descriptions. But we will not ffirther pursue these tricky questions here.
On the other hand, efficiently implementing r in g-enumeration mode is extremely difficult, whatever the interpreter, program transformations, mathematical properties of prime factorization, ..., which are brought to the task. The fact that it is so difficult is the basis of the best known "public key cryptography" algorithm, RSA [11] .
NP-complete problems and reversibility A NP-complete problem is, informally, a problem for which solutions can be checked in polynomial time (relative to the length of the problem), but which requires more than polynomial time for the discovery of a solution [1] .24 For specificity, let us focus on one NP-complete problem, namely the "3-colorability problem" which consists, given a certain graph x, in finding a coloring y for x using blue, green and red, in such a way that vertices sharing a common arc have different colors.
It is possible to state the problem as a definite program G, whose main relation is of the form r(x#y), x and y being suitable term encodings for the graph z and for the solution y. The solution y can be considered as implicitely containing a description of graph x.
It is obvious that g-acceptation is computationally easy (polynomial): it consists in verifying that the coloring y respects the coloring condition. On the other hand, p-acceptation is computationally costly: it consists in checking whether graph x has a solution, a problem which is at the present time believed to require exponential time.
23The string N*M and the integer y are suitably encoded as ground terms on H.
24More exactly, which is believed to require more than polynomial time. This belief constitutes the content of the famous P~NP conjecture.
